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In his iconic song, Ben E. King proclaimed that his darling could
"Stand By Me." While it may seem far afield, the famous refrain from
the song helps frame the questions around whether a business has
standing to bring a claim under the Florida Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Act, or FDUTPA.
As we will discuss in this article, courts in Florida have struggled
with where to draw the line over the last 20 years. And — spoiler
alert — there is a significant argument that the courts have not yet
considered — but which could dispose of the whole dispute.
The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida, in its
decision in June in Humana Pharmacy Solutions Inc. v. Michelin,
noted that "Florida case law indicates that a claimant seeking relief
under FDUTPA need not be a consumer."[1] Other recent decisions
by federal district courts in Florida have made similar observations.
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Before 2015, there was considerable debate within Florida federal
courts concerning whether a juridical entity had statutory standing
to bring a claim under FDUTPA.[2] However, in 2015 and 2016,
three of the five Florida appellate courts found that businesses could
potentially have standing under FDUTPA.[3]
Specifically, in Caribbean Cruise Line Inc. v. Better Business
Bureau of Palm Beach County Inc., the Fourth District Court of
Appeal became the first state appellate court in Florida to address
the issue. It held that, although a nonconsumer business entity may
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have standing to assert a claim for damages under FDUTPA, it must
nevertheless allege and prove "that there was an injury or detriment to consumers in order
to satisfy all of the elements of a FDUTPA claim."[4]
The Fourth District's recognition of this critical element — harm to the consumer resulting
from an alleged deception — is in line with the Florida Supreme Court's definition of
"deception" in the context of an FDUTPA claim. In its 2003 decision in PNR Inc. v. Beacon
Property Management Inc., the court defined deception as "a representation, omission, or
practice that is likely to mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances, to
the consumer's detriment."[5]
Thus, a nonconsumer cannot assert a FDUTPA claim based on deception without allegations
of harm or detriment to the consumer.[6] With the Florida state appellate courts having
addressed the issue, U.S. District Judge Robin Rosenberg of the Southern District of Florida
noted, in Chiron Recovery Center LLC v. AmeriHealth HMO of New Jersey Inc. in 2017, that
when a party cites some of the older "no nonconsumer standing" case law:

Despite the existence of a split in the federal district courts, the state appellate courts that
have ruled on the issue have determined that non-consumers have standing under FDUTPA.
When a state supreme court has not ruled on an issue, federal district courts interpreting
state law are bound to follow any decisions of the state's intermediate appellate courts
unless there is some persuasive indication that the highest court of the state would decide
the issue differently.[7]
However, that is not the end of the inquiry. Specifically, following Caribbean Cruise Line,
decisions issued in all three Florida federal districts have still found that, while a business
may have standing to bring an FDUTPA claim, that business still must allege consumer
injury.
For instance, in CEMEX Construction Materials Florida LLC v. Armstrong World Industries
Inc., U.S. District Judge Marcia Morales Howard of the U.S. District Court for the Middle
District of Florida found in 2018 that "to state a FDUTPA claim, the Caribbean Cruise Line
decision instructs that [the plaintiff] must allege facts plausibly suggesting that [the
defendant's] actions were likely to cause consumer harm."[8]
Likewise, in Sandshaker Lounge & Package Store LLC v. RKR Beverage Inc., U.S. District
Judge M. Casey Rodgers of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Florida issued
a decision in 2018 that applied Caribbean Cruise Line, and found that the 2001 amendments
to FDUPTA "did not modify the requirement that the plaintiff allege facts plausibly
suggesting consumer injury or detriment in order to state a claim."[9]
Just this August, in Car Body Lab Inc. v. Lithia Motors Inc., U.S. District Judge Federico
Moreno of the Southern District of Florida adopted a report and recommendation by
Magistrate Judge Jonathan Goodman that cited both CEMEX and Sandshaker, and concluded
that dismissal was appropriate where the plaintiff's complaint did not "specifically allege
harm to consumers. The closest Plaintiff gets is in its generic allegation that [the
defendant's] conduct has 'caused consumer confusion.' But this is not sufficient."[10]
And to bring the issue full circle, in Stewart Agency Inc. v. Arrigo Enterprises Inc., the
Fourth District Court of Appeal likewise examined the issue in 2019 and explained that,
although a claimant asserting a cause of action under FDUTPA "does not have to be a
consumer," the claimant "must show that a consumer was injured or suffered a
detriment."[11]
It thus appears that the Florida federal courts have reached a consensus that a juridical
entity does not have to assert that it is the consumer that suffered an injury. But if it did
not directly suffer the injury, it must demonstrate that the conduct that allegedly violates
FDUTPA caused injury to a consumer.[12]
It also appears, though, that one important point may be left to be explored. None of these
cases holding that a business entity can establish FDUTPA by demonstrating injury not to
themselves, but to consumers, conducted a full analysis to determine if the plaintiff properly
demonstrated that it had Article III standing to bring the claim in federal court.
In fairness, it also does not appear that this particular Article III standing question has been
presented to any court that has issued a reported decision on the business standing issue.
So, for the significant argument we mentioned earlier: The notion that a business can
demonstrate Article III standing by relying on injuries not to itself, but to its consumers,
appears to be in direct tension with long-standing U.S. Supreme Court precedent,

established by Warth v. Seldin in 1975, that makes clear that to establish standing, a
litigant "must assert his own legal rights and interests, and cannot rest his claim to relief on
the legal rights or interests of third parties."[13]
As the high court noted in 2014's Lexmark International Inc. v. Static Control Components
Inc., this "general prohibition on a litigant's raising another person's legal rights" is a
"prudential standing" doctrine.[14]
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, and district courts within the circuit, have
repeatedly enforced this prohibition to preclude claims where plaintiffs attempt to rest
standing based on injuries suffered by others.[15] In particular, courts such have adhered
to the rule that, as the Middle District of Florida put it in Casaburro v. Volusia County Corp.
in 2007, a "plaintiff 'has standing to seek redress for injuries done to him, but may not seek
redress for injuries done to others.'"[16]
We will watch closely to see if pushback emerges to the notion that a business can pursue
an FDUTPA claim in federal court if that business cannot demonstrate that it suffered any
injury, but only that its consumers were injured.
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